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About This Game

LEAD YOUR TEAM TO VICTORY
Step into the shoes of sports manager and lead your pro cycling team through a challenge-packed 2018 season. Compete in over

200 races across 500 stages around the world, including famous Tours such as La Vuelta and the iconic Tour de France.
It’s up to you to make all decisions for your team: hiring the best cyclists and staff, contract negotiations, sponsoring, race

scheduling, training… During the race, choose the finest tactics to lead your riders to victory. Play solo or online multiplayer in
leagues or clans with up to 16 players and prove to everyone who is the best pro cycling manager!

NEW FEATURES

Advanced contract and negotiation management in Career mode with in-depth transfer and recruitment mechanics.

Deeper progression system in Pro Cyclist mode, with more possibilities than ever to personalize and build your cyclist.

Enhanced in-race immersion with many improvements, including bigger breakaways and more realistic and aggressive
AI during sprints.
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Title: Pro Cycling Manager 2018
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Cyanide Studio
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 Mo, ATI Radeon HD 5570/NVIDIA GeForce GT 240/Intel HD 4600

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Dutch,Norwegian,Portuguese
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Good game as always, alot of bugs fixed and some changes in the game too. Very good job!. This game series, have never been
known for it's massive feature overhauls. With that said, the 2018 edition is great for those PCM players who haven't played for
a couple of editions like myself. Improvments in areas that you would perhaps have a hard time spotting if you were a regular
buyer.. Minecraft > PCM > other games. Is the game perfect? No. Are there bugs? Yes.

But, is the game still enjoyable?? Hell yes. Bugs/issues aside, the game is the amazing and a lot of fun (granted it probably
requires you to be at least somewhat a cycling fan. I've been playing the game for about 10 years now and while there are always
issues, it's still a gem of a game. If you can find the game somewhere for a cheaper deal, don't hesitate picking it up.

Also, do make sure to get the PCMdaily database packs as they sure add a lot to realism.. This game never gets any better with
regards to the bugs. Too much beard hair in the software. Try more programming and less time in the bathroom working on
your silly beards. Why is this the only game on steam that is continuously release without actually being ready? I'm gonna ask
for a refund.. This game never gets any better with regards to the bugs. Too much beard hair in the software. Try more
programming and less time in the bathroom working on your silly beards. Why is this the only game on steam that is
continuously release without actually being ready? I'm gonna ask for a refund.. I am fan of series since CyM 3 - year 2003. I
was hoping that these negative comments are exaggerated. But they are not. PCM 2018 is still buggy as games 10 years ago
was.. Great game, if you are a fan of cycling you will enjoy this a lot.. just look after the bugs that are there, but most of them
are not of importance for the game play itself.
Of course there are issues that can be better, as in most other games, but for cycling this is the best in the market.
You can play and develop one driver or a whole team, with a lot of possibility's to develop the best out of them.
and.. keep in mind that you can not win all the races... just the same as in real life ;-) HAVE FUN !!!
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This game is trash, played 108 hours and get annoyed every time by the AI. nothing has improved gameplay wise and career
mode is bugged ashell. save your money and DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!.. Played this for a few hours now and had a blast so
far. Totally immersive if you love cycling and some great mods available. It\u2019s the first version of the game I\u2019ve
played so can\u2019t really advise either way if you already have 17. But anyone who likes cycling should be getting this. Only
slight issue so far is it seems a little easy, especially the levelling up in pro cyclist mode. It\u2019s tough to win races at the start
at least and it was a real buzz when I got that first win. Few graphical bugs here and there but no crashes thus far. Strong
recommend from me.. Bought the game and started a new Pro Cyclist career. Got to the first race of the season...the game
crashed whilst loading. Figured that it was probably a glitch with that particular race, so I decided to simulate that race and move
onto the next.

Turned up to the second race of the season...the game crashed whilst loading. It can't be the spec of my laptop, as it far exceeds
the recommended settings.

Realised that the 3D mode probably doesn't work properly, so deleted the game and decided to play something that won't
constantly frustrate me. £35 down the tubes.

DON'T BUY THIS GAME.. Fantastic game. Bought the game and started a new Pro Cyclist career. Got to the first race of the
season...the game crashed whilst loading. Figured that it was probably a glitch with that particular race, so I decided to simulate
that race and move onto the next.

Turned up to the second race of the season...the game crashed whilst loading. It can't be the spec of my laptop, as it far exceeds
the recommended settings.

Realised that the 3D mode probably doesn't work properly, so deleted the game and decided to play something that won't
constantly frustrate me. \u00a335 down the tubes.

DON'T BUY THIS GAME.. can the creaters please help. Every time i finish one season it keeps crashing. I start a new one but
the same thing.
Please can someone help?. Great game. Ofcourse it's far from perfect, but with the big improvement in AI races are more
realistic, and that's what the game should be aout. That interface and other things maybe didn't improve much from 2017 just
shows they had to use the resources for what's most important, and that's the gameplay which to me prooved the good choice.
Would recommend the game if you are NEW and existing because of the improvement. PCM18 cut, copy and paste game is
"kind of a joke". And not the good kind either.
The amount of glitches & crashes that are everpresent is astounding.
The game feels clearly rushed and unfinished. Don't buy it .... As someone who likes sport sims and enjoys the sport of cycling
(and rides to work), i find this game quite relaxing and easy to play while doing other stuff. The only downside is the game is
essentially the same as it was 10 years ago, with minor tweaks to career mode and the addition of pro cyclist mode.

Note: Pick Team Sky or you will lose.
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